
Chat from Saturday October 23  - Is the Multiverse in the Mind or is the Mind in the 
Multiverse? with Bernard Carr 

Gary Goldberg: Persistent mysteries: 

Gary Goldberg: Gravity…. Dark Matter… Dark Energy… Quantum Nonlocality… Supra-
Nominalistic phenomena…? 

JoseMoraO: In my opinion, mind is fundamental but, it´s the principle of the loop, because 
work through thinking, memory and language: the duality inself. It forms part of a 
singularity that is a feature of this universe and not useful to understand other universes 

David Bilyeu: Paradigm and Science - Thomas Kuhns? 

Gary Goldberg: Galileo’s error according to Philip Goff was to assume quantitation is 
ultimately descriptive of the totality, when, in fact, conscious experience—which is all that 
we really have to work from—is fundamentally qualitative… (cf. Bernardo Kastrup  ‘Science 
Ideated.  he Fall of Matter and the Contours of the Next Mainstream Scientific Worldview’) 

Albertina Lourenci: After having awakened kundalini in June 1976 following an attempt of 
suicide, I was able to continue alive because of “action in astral body” leading to quantum 
tunneling behaviors 

Gary Goldberg: Bohm’s concept of ‘Soma-Significance’ is actually helpful in proposing a 
binding of physicality and the relational—ie. relationality. 

Vicki OLeary: Get into trouble by whom? 

Albertina Lourenci: Spirit, energy and information: essential elements of the urban 
ecosystem, master thesis defended in 1988 to get a degree in architecture. I had to argue 
inspired by Popper if you undermine metaphysics, you also undermine physics. I was 
approved 

Med: What trouble? Mind and spirit seems to have created ‘science’ 

JFV: We need a new light and a new paradigm:) 

Med: Bohm 

David Bilyeu: As a philosopher I love speculation - glad you’ll continue the talk. 

Vicki OLeary: I too, speculative is expansion of science 

Elise: Listen to Bohm’s coversations with J Krishnamurti 

Elise: The Ending of Time by David Bohm and Jiddu Krishnamurti 

Gary Goldberg: Recognizing signification or ‘semiosis’ as real and able to ‘act’ through 
interpretive process and ‘trans-action’ without reference to physical causality opens up a 
new realm of a-causal action—ie. through the action of signs that is inherently linked to 
‘alterity’.  Sign action is what gives us ‘more than this’…more than ‘this-ness’ or ‘thing-
ness’…  ie. ‘supra-subjectivity’… 



Mel Siegel: Does “don’t try to visualize this [e.g., an 11 dimensional space] because you 
can’t” mean there are limits to consciousness, which negates its fundamental nature? 

JFV: Can we imagine that the new dimensions are not placed after the 4th dimension.... But 
enrolled in the field between the 3 and the 4th dimension? 

JFV: But enrolled in the field between the 3 and the 4th dimension ? 

JFV: So it will be circular curved dimensions and not linear dimensions.... 

Gary Goldberg: This effectively is the moral of the blind men and the elephant parable…  
Cartesianism is 

Gary Goldberg: ‘foundational’ suggesting that reality is directly accessible to the individual…   
when it is not… 

JFV: Accessible to an individual....and accessible to a field of consciousness is not the same 
level..... 

JFV: Thanks for the light.... This idea came now.... Individuation is the expansion of our 
universe and our scales of Counsciousness.... 

JFV: So Individuation can be in a personal field and a collective field 

JFV: Rovelli said that The Flow of time is linked to entropy.... Can we imagine that 
Consciousness produces a local field of entropy in universe ? 

Gary Goldberg: We make the mistake of thinking that our personal abstract rational internal 
map is the concrete experiential reality, when it cannot be.  Abstraction involves temporal 
digitalization, ie. cinematic frames in a stop-action sequence…  Our left hemispheric 
perspective for which time is not real… 

JFV: So there is a Division Point between Real Time and Imaginary Time Gary? 

Gary Goldberg: There is a division between time-sampling, and the temporal continuum 
which is that of infinite depth in each moment that contains possibility… 

JFV: Maybe this is the Pivotal Point Between a Universe and the multi versions of that 
Universe that we experience as collective and individual field of Cousnciousness ..... 

Gary Goldberg: The left hemisphere samples time in the process of abstraction, while the 
right hemisphere experiences time as a continuum, as real. 

JFV: and between the Right and the left, there is the Up and the Down Dimension? or the 
Inner and the outer dimensions? 

JFV: Hemispheres... And The Integrative Higher Self Multi spheres as Jung proposed in the 
mandala symbol.... 

Gary Goldberg: The left hemisphere perceives relative to Self which is fundamentally 
intermittent.  The right perceives relative to non-Self—ie. Alterity or externality—which is 
continuously present. 



JFV: Do you believe or experience a symbolic space where left and right are the same 
sphere? 

JFV: Do the Hemispheres of a planet vibrate like the Hemisphere of a human Brain ? 

Vicki OLeary: Threshold experiences are becoming so common shouldn't we include this in 
our science and study of science without filter now? 

Annette Shaked: Love "Only sees stars at night, but (and) they are there all the time" -- 
musing, how true for so many other things as well! 

JFV: And it is in dark space and dark time that the most importants stars rises in our 
Counsciousness 

Gary Goldberg: Not sure where to find the Hemispheres of the planet… but what appears 
clear is that the left hemisphere partitions or fragments time and space, while the right 
hemisphere links to vibration which is continuously active in the time dimension… 

JFV: Maybe the Hemispheres of our planets are not only searchable in the space dimension, 
but also in the time dimension... The Event of the Covid in our history created fragmentation 
in a lot of spheres.... 

David Bilyeu: Yes, continue….please 

JFV: In French, a present is a gift.... 

Albertina Lourenci: Think about the hummingbird and the tortoise that cannot see each 
other 

JFV: Extra dimensions are maybe in the infinite space and time that are present in PI...... 

JFV: 3.1416............................ 

JFV: Where Am I Me? 

JFV: When Am I me? 

JoseMoraO: You are you just because 

JFV: Just bee cause..... 

JFV: For how much time you will be you? 

JFV: Since how many time you are you? 

JFV: Am I the same me, here in the virtual space than in the real space? 

JFV: Passionnate! 

JFV: Thank you so much Bernard! 

Gary Goldberg: For left-hemisphere meta-consciousness there is an intermittency of vision 
related to the phenomenon of ‘apparent motion’ which is the basis for the cinematic 
experience… 

Med: Bravo! Encore!! Spectacular!!! Existence and consciousness is the focus of my work... 



JFV: Super Inspiring! 

Albertina Lourenci: Mind-bending talk Bernard! 

Viola Olsen: Fantastic, Bernard. Thank you for taking the time to be so thorough. I’ve been 
super enlightened and loved the speculation and mystical parts above all. 

Donna: Passion for specs 

Derek Bridges: Such a rewarding experience to be present in this time and space (and 
consciousness). Thank you 

Gary Goldberg: We are surrounded by a ‘Markov blanket’ that separates our individual 
consciousness from ‘Mind-at-Large’... 

Donna: Outer vision diminishes so inner vision expands until Univision - All marries All 

Gary Goldberg: In neuropsychiatric terms, the metaphor is with MPD—multiple personality 
disorder… 

Donna: Exuberance - Life wants to grow 

Gary Goldberg: We are each different individuated conscious personalities contained within 
‘Mind-at-Large’… 

Zoe: Great Thanks for such a riveting & fantastic presentation! 

Leili First: Great presentation and discussion - thank you! 

Albertina Lourenci: People do live on telepathy and even makes lots of money! Billions of 
dollars! So hilarious philosophers live in the stone ages! Those that are mystical do not need 
to prove to the mind their experiences. They experience its power to create a better world! 

Donna: If we take responsibility for our past accumulated (and limited ideas) we can have an 
intention that “now” all are open to expanding consciousness of let say the skeptics.  Aren’t 
they only skeptics as an image in the mind, therefore we are projecting a past view on them 
that they will continue to be the way we say they are.  Why not erase the past picture and 
share without hesitancy. So what if someone is unconscious. We won’t know if we don’t 
give our self the right to be free. We are only unfree if new clan to be. 

Donna: Claim to be… 

Alan Malby: Tremendous, opening out, freeing up so much thinking. Thank you Bernard and 
everyone. 

David Bilyeu: Will there be a Surtra opened for continuing the discussion? 

JFV: Thank You James, Shantena, thank you the Pari Center and than you Bernard. Talk to 
you tomorrow! 


